
1. Introduction
Aerospace combustion emissions have long been recognized as a potentially import source of gases and particles 
for the atmosphere (Penner et al., 1999). Most of the past research has focused on emissions from jet engine 
powered subsonic aircraft that fly mainly in the troposphere. The climate and ozone impact from gaseous 
subsonic aircraft emissions are well understood. CO2 and H2O emissions act to warm the surface. The particles 
produced by subsonic jet aircraft are far more complex and less well understood. Particles associated with jet 
engines include black carbon (BC), sulfate aerosol, and contrail ice clouds. The impact of these particles cover a 
broad range of direct and indirect radiative and chemical processes.

Modeling studies have examined a hypothetical fleet of supersonic and hypersonic aircraft (i.e., Grewe 
et al., 2007; Kinnison et al., 2020; Matthes et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021a; Zhang et al., 2021b). These aircraft 
emit jet exhaust directly into the stratosphere during cruise producing an atmospheric response quite different 
from that of subsonic aircraft (i.e., Lee et al., 2010). Due in part to a higher emission altitude, the aerosols emit-
ted by supersonic aircraft have a larger impact on ozone chemistry and a much longer stratospheric lifetime than 
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those from subsonic aircraft. Though such emissions currently do not occur, there is value in modeling theoretical 
aircraft because the modeled components and altitudes can be isolated and varied and the stratospheric processes 
involved can be better understood.

Rocket engines present a real and growing source of stratospheric combustion emissions. Launch rates have 
more than tripled in the past decade (Ailor, 2021; Jones, 2018) and the expectation is for accelerated growth in 
the coming decades (Jones, 2018). Rockets play a unique role in the middle atmosphere as they represent the 
only source of human-produced aerosol emissions. Due to the use of a number of different propellant combina-
tions and engine technologies, rocket engine combustion differs fundamentally from jet combustion. All rocket 
engines emit CO2, CO, H2O, and H2 in varying combinations depending on engine type and altitude. Gase-
ous emissions from hydrogen fueled rockets are thought to not present a significant source of global change 
(Larson  et al., 2017). Aerosol emissions, and in particular absorbing aerosol such as BC, have greater potential 
for environmental impacts.

Rocket emissions are unique in that there are many propellant combinations and engine types, each with a specific 
particulate emission character. One propellant type (H2 fuel) emits no particles but rather H2O and could be 
considered “clean” (Larson et al., 2017). However, most rocket engines burn a hydrocarbon in some form, usually 
in a fuel-rich combustion chamber, and so emit BC particles. The BC emission index EI(BC) during flight in the 
stratosphere is thought to be as large as 30–50 g/kg (De Luca et al., 2013; Simmons, 2001; Stryjewski, 2001 and 
see Supporting Information S1), two orders of magnitude larger than the EI(BC) for jet engines at high altitude 
cruise (Stettler et al., 2013). A heavy launcher (10 3 tons of propellant) using kerosene fueled high EI(BC) engines 
emits on the order of 10 tons of BC into the stratosphere during each launch. While the global launch fleet burns 
less than 0.1% of the fuel that global aviation burns in the stratosphere, the factor of 100 larger EI(BC) suggests 
that the current stratospheric BC burden from rockets is comparable to the BC burden from present day aircraft 
that fly in the stratosphere (Ross & Toohey, 2019). Solid rocket motor engines (SRMs), in addition to BC emis-
sion, release alumina particulate emissions as large as 300 g/kg; their coupled impacts have yet to be examined. 
Recently developed hydrocarbon fuels (including methane) are likely to produce BC similar to kerosene fuel; 
however, direct measurements have not been made. The focus of this study is on the widely used kerosene burning 
rocket engines.

Most rocket emission studies have focused on the impacts of gas and aerosol emissions from chlorinated solid 
rocket motors (SRMs). Nevertheless, the potential for rocket BC emissions to impact stratospheric chemical and 
dynamical processes has long been recognized (Blake & Kato, 1995; Newman et al., 2001; Ross & Toohey, 2019; 
Turco et al., 1980). In situ plume measurements of ozone loss in a mixed propellant plume (Ross et al., 2000) 
implicated BC from a kerosene engine as a cause of ozone loss. Ross et al. (2010) used a coarse model of the 
global atmosphere (sans ozone chemistry) to predict the climate impact of 0.6 Gg of rocket emissions. They 
showed negative radiative forcing of about 50 mW/m 2 with a 2.4 Gg accumulation of BC in the stratosphere. BC 
can potentially interact with stratospheric ozone in multiple ways: (a) BC absorbs solar radiation and emits heat. 
Increased temperatures influence the loss rate of ozone destroying reactions (World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO), 2018); (b) BC may acquire layers of sulfate coating as it ages which will increase sulfate surface area 
density (SulfSAD). A larger SulfSAD means more surfaces for heterogeneous chemistry to occur; (c) Shifts 
in stratospheric dynamics due to changing temperature can further alter stratospheric ozone concentrations 
(WMO, 2018).

Direct stratospheric BC emissions from the growing space industry fall into a poorly studied stratosphere regime 
with BC injection rates much smaller than nuclear conflict scenarios, yet larger than present day global aviation 
BC emissions (Lee et al., 2021). Insofar as the first order atmospheric response to stratospheric BC emissions 
is not sensitive to the precise nature of the source, our work has application to understanding the atmosphere's 
dynamical and chemical response to stratospheric BC injections in general.

The primary goal of this work is to extend the earlier study by Ross et al. (2010) suggesting that BC emitted 
by rocket engines is a potentially important stratospheric pollutant. We perform simulations using BC emis-
sions from a hypothetical rocket source representing an unspecified combination of BC emitting rocket types in 
order to evaluate how an expanded space travel industry could affect climate and ozone. In order to bracket the 
range of emission strengths and to better understand the subtle features of the model's behavior, a range of BC 
source strengths are investigated including 10, 30, and 100 Gg per year, emitted into the northern midlatitude 
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stratosphere. The lower value is about a factor of 10 greater than present day rocket BC emissions and could, 
extrapolating recent growth, represent actual emissions within two decades (see Supporting Information S1). The 
primary purpose of this study is to evaluate the climate response from a plausible 10 Gg/yr emission scenario. 
The 30 and 100 Gg/yr emission scenarios are purely hypothetical at this time. The larger emission scenarios are 
used to provide context for investigating how the climate response may scale with greater emissions. For a frame 
of reference, recent wildfire pyroCb events such as the Australian event in December 2019 injected approximately 
20 Gg BC into the stratosphere, while the August 2017 Pacific Northwest event injected 5–6 Gg of BC (Yu 
et al., 2019, 2021).

2. Methods
In this study, we use the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model version 6 model (WACCM6; Gettelman 
et al., 2019; Marsh et al., 2013) within the state-of-the-art Community Earth Systems Model version 2 (CESM2, 
Danabasoglu et al., 2020). The model was run at a 2° longitude × 2° latitude resolution instead of the default 
Gettelman et  al.  (2019) 1°  ×  1° resolution. WACCM6 has 70 vertical levels extending from the surface to 
6 × 10 −6 hPa (140 km). The Modal Aerosol Model version 4 (MAM4) was chosen to represent aerosol processes 
for this study (Liu et al., 2016). This differs from the Community Aerosol and Radiation Model for Atmospheres 
(CARMA; Mills et al., 2008; Toon et al., 1988) used in Ross et al. (2010). The primary difference between MAM4 
and CARMA is the representations of aerosol size distributions. MAM4 is a modal model which possess four 
size modes (Aitkens, accumulation, coarse, and a primary carbon mode). Modes are assumed to be log-normal 
with a fixed width, but varying in radius. Within each mode, MAM4 tracks two values for each aerosol species: 
(a) the mass of the aerosol species, and (b) the total number concentration of aerosols within the mode. Number 
density is assumed to be internally mixed among aerosols within a given mode while aerosol mass is treated as 
externally mixed among aerosol within the mode. CARMA is a sectional model that represents mass and number 
with a binned size distribution. This means that within each CARMA size bin, the mass and number for aerosols 
are individually represented and tracked. The number of size bins within the CARMA aerosol model is a tuna-
ble parameter. While CARMA has a more detailed representation of aerosol size distribution, MAM4 has been 
shown to confidently represent atmospheric black carbon (Liu et al., 2016) with a considerably lower operational 
cost than CARMA making MAM4 ideal for long-term simulations.

MAM4 treats two types of black carbon (BC), a freshly emitted pure black carbon and an aged black carbon 
aerosol with a sulfate coating. Fresh black carbon acquires sulfate layers and is transferred to the aged BC mode 
within MAM4 (Liu et al., 2016). The BC aging process is sensitive to the mass concentrations of both the BC 
core and the coating materials with aging of fresh BC occurring on the scale of hours to days within MAM4 (Liu 
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018). Aged BC is added into the stratospheric sulfate surface density calculation and 
therefore influences heterogeneous chemistry within CESM2/WACCM6.

A control case using default BC surface and aircraft emissions in CESM2 is used to evaluate the BC perturbed 
runs. We implemented a 10 Gg per year rocket BC emission scenario, which is a factor of 20 times larger than 
the annual emissions used in Ross et al. (2010) and about a factor of 10 greater than current rocket BC emissions. 
An analogous natural phenomenon to a 10 Gg/yr emission is the recent historic 2019/2020 Australian bushfire 
pyroCb event which emitted 0.9 Tg of smoke containing approximately 22 Gg of BC into the lower stratosphere 
(Yu et al., 2021). However, the spatial and temporal BC emission pattern differs considerably between a wildfire 
and rocket launch. While a large wildfire will inject all of its emissions into the lower stratosphere, a rocket launch 
releases BC over the entire vertical extent of the stratosphere (see Supporting Information S1). Furthermore, the 
wildfire release is a limited injection while rockets are a nearly constant source. Though different, comparative 
analysis of the climate response between the two scenarios, as components of the stratospheric background, are 
instructive.

The 10 Gg/yr emission corresponds to a linear extrapolation of recent space travel growth for two decades. The 
actual recent launch trend and projected launches based on regulatory approvals indicates accelerated growth 
(Murtaza et al., 2020). Unlike aviation, space travel does not have a sufficient historical basis on which to make 
firm projections and we acknowledge the speculative nature of our scenario. Two larger emission scenarios of 
30 Gg per year and 100 Gg per year were also investigated in order to (a) understand the impacts of an extremely 
large future space travel emissions scenario and (b) more clearly elucidate the adjustments and feedbacks that 
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determine the atmosphere's response. These are discussed at the end of this 
paper.

The rocket BC is emitted at a constant rate throughout the year. BC emissions 
were placed in a single horizontal grid box located at approximately 30 N, 
80 W which corresponds to an emissions weighted average of the various 
launch sites on Earth. We note that while the launch pattern used in this study 
is based on present day space traffic, the future global launch pattern could 
look different with rockets launched at different latitudes. A change in the 
latitude of the launch pattern would likely impact the climate response, but 
such a scenario was not investigated in this study. The BC emission is depos-
ited vertically between 5 and 70  km according to a typical launch trajec-
tory (see Text S1 in Supporting Information S1 and Figure 1). BC emissions 
are uniformly released across each model level within each 5  km altitude 
bin. Note that while approximately 50% of the total first stage hydrocarbon 
propellent is burned in troposphere, secondary combustion in the trailing 
plume reduces BC emissions to negligible concentrations below 15 km (see 
Text S1 in Supporting Information S1 and Figure 1). Thus, the mass emis-
sions simulated here are sourced from the cold plume.

Each scenario was simulated using both a fixed sea surface temperature 
(SST) configuration and an interactive ocean configuration. Using two types 
of ocean configurations differs from Ross et al. (2010) who only performed 
fixed SST simulations. The fixed SST configuration uses repeating year 2000 
SST while the interactive ocean is initialized with year 2000 conditions. The 
merit of using a fixed SST data ocean is that it permits one to isolate the strat-
ospheric response to the BC emissions while reducing internal variability and 
allowing for the effective radiative forcing to be more clearly estimated. In 

the interactive ocean configuration, the simulated ocean is allowed to evolve with the changing climate. An evolv-
ing ocean is useful for capturing the full temperature and dynamical responses to the BC emissions. The atmos-
phere in each scenario was also initialized with year 2000 conditions. This means fixed background emissions 
for aerosols, greenhouse gases, chlorofluorocarbon (CFC), and other radiatively important features. While year 
2000 conditions were used for this study, other initialization years could be used, each of which would impact 
how ozone responds to the perturbations presented here. Each simulation was run for a total of 50 years, ending 
in 2050. We excluded the first 10 years to ensure the ocean/climate has reached steady state in the fixed SST 
case, as well as to allow for the stratospheric BC concentration to reach steady state (red shading, Figure S1 in 
Supporting Information S1). Note that WACCM does not produce a consistent internal quasi-biannual oscillation 
(QBO) without additional parameterization. The QBO is known to impact ozone and circulation in the NH. We 
recognize that the lack of a consistent QBO will influence the climate response shown here.

3. Results
3.1. Stratospheric Black Carbon Loading

Emissions of 10 Gg/yr results in a quasi-steady state 40 Gg annual stratospheric BC burden after 6 years (black 
line, Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1); four times larger than the assumed annual emission and consistent 
with the estimated stratospheric overturning time equal to 4–5 years (i.e., Butchart, 2014; Li et al., 2012; Linz 
et al., 2017; Waugh and Hall, 2002). The increased stratospheric BC burden in the 10 Gg/yr emission scenario 
creates a stratospheric “umbrella” (Ross & Vedda, 2018) that can be seen at nearly all latitudes (Figure 2). The 
control background stratospheric BC burden is about 11 Gg (Table 1) so the speculative rocket scenario equals a 
230% increase in stratospheric BC burden.

The colored contours in Figure 2 show the aged BC concentration while the contour lines represent fresh BC 
concentration. The control case shows the influence of naturally occurring surface and aviation BC emissions 
with limited incursion of BC in the stratosphere. The largest BC burden increase occurs in aged BC between 12 
and 40 km and covers mid and polar latitudes of the northern hemisphere (20–90 N). In a thick layer between 

Figure 1. Fraction of BC emission in each 5 km altitude bin as a function of 
altitude for a typical orbital rocket launch first stage using hydrocarbon fuel 
(left). For each model level within a 5 km bin, the emissions are uniformly 
distributed. The vertical distribution follows from assuming constant 
propellant flow, typical trajectory, and secondary combustion (afterburning) 
that consumes BC emitted during tropospheric flight. The amount of BC 
emitted at the rocket engine nozzle exit plane is constant with time and 
altitude; the amount that remains in the cold plume varies with altitude. The 
afterburning process consumes 100% of BC at 0 km and 0% at 15 km altitude. 
For a typical launch trajectory about 50% of the total propellant is burned 
in the troposphere only 3% of the total BC emission is there. Second stage 
emissions are typically much smaller than first stage emissions (<10%) and 
are often of the H2/O2 propellant type that does emit BC; second stage is not 
included here.
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19 and 40 km in the NH, the BC zonal burden increases by as much as 0.4 ppb (Figure 1c), exceeding the base 
aviation related BC mixing ratio peak near 12 km at 40 N (Figure 2a).

A second maximum comprised of fresh BC (approximately 0.2 ppb) occurs at higher altitudes (40–70  km) 
between 10 and 60 N. The fresh BC persists at much higher altitudes compared to aged BC because there is less 
sulfate available in the upper stratosphere to be deposited onto the surfaces of aging BC aerosols. As long as fresh 
BC remains in the upper stratosphere, it will age slowly; however, as fresh BC sediments into the mid-to-lower 
stratosphere where sulfate is more abundant, fresh BC will acquire a sulfate coating and become aged BC. As a 
result, aged BC will have a larger maximum than fresh BC because a fraction of fresh BC has fallen out of the 
upper stratosphere and been converted into aged BC below 40 km. This dependence on sulfate concentration and 
the rate of fresh BC sedimentation into the mid-to-lower stratosphere leads to the BC distribution exhibited by 

Figure 2. Annual zonal average of black carbon mixing ratio over the final 40 years of the simulation. Panel (a) shows the control case BC mixing ratio while panel (b) 
shows the 10 Gg emission case. Panel (c) shows the change in BC mixing ratio due to the addition of a 10 Gg/yr emission (10 Gg/yr case—control case). The colored 
contours represent aged BC, while the contour lines represent the fresh BC burden only in the stratosphere on the same scale. The units for both the colored and line 
contours are parts-per-billion. Tropospheric fresh BC is not plotted, and there is no fresh BC emitted in the stratosphere for the control case, so no contour lines are 
shown in Panel (a).

Control simulation 10 Gg case 30 Gg case 100 Gg case

Average stratospheric BC burden (Gg) 11 39 100 340

Stratospheric T (K) 250 ± 0.040 0.16 ± 0.051 0.51 ± 0.058 1.5 ± 0.050

Surface T (K) 280 ± 0.053 −0.0071 ± −0.85 −0.083 ± −0.081 −0.19 ± −0.079

O3 (DU) 280 ± 0.79 −3.5 ± −1.3 −9.05 ± −1.0 −20 ± −1.2

TOA all-sky net flux (W/m 2) −29 ± −0.083 0.076 ± 0.11 0.15 ± 0.11 0.47 ± 0.11

200 mb all-sky SW flux (W/m 2) 180 ± 0.078 −0.14 ± −0.11 −0.39 ± −0.10 −1.1 ± −0.11

200 mb all-sky LW flux (W/m 2) 200 ± 0.049 0.16 ± 0.062 0.37 ± 0.067 1.2 ± 0.074

TOA clear-sky net flux (W/m 2) −6.0 ± −0.071 0.0022 ± 0.11 −0.056 ± −0.098 −0.13 ± −0.10

200 mb clear-sky SW flux (W/m 2) 220 ± 0.069 −0.21 ± −0.076 −0.57 ± −0.088 −1.7 ± −0.090

200 mb clear-sky LW flux (W/m 2) 220 ± 0.050 0.18 ± 0.070 0.43 ± 0.070 1.4 ± 0.075

Note. The left column displays the annual average and year-to-year variability in each listed simulation field from the control case. The uppermost row shows the 
annual mean stratospheric BC burden in gigagrams. The three right columns contain the annual average anomaly (Emission simulation—Control Simulation) for the 
10 Gg (middle-left), 30 Gg (middle-right), and 100 Gg (far right) emission cases for each of the listed simulation fields. The annual variability in the delta values is 
provided. Statistically significant anomalies are represented by bold text. Note that the mean values and anomalies for radiative fluxes, column ozone, and stratospheric 
temperature come from the fixed SST simulation while the surface temperature values come from the interactive ocean simulation. That bold text was there to indicate 
statistical significance.

Table 1 
Annually Averaged Climate Anomalies for Each Emission Scenario
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Figure 2. Considering aged BC and fresh BC together, the NH vertical spatial pattern of the 10 Gg/yr BC burden 
in Figure 2 is consistent with the emission profile shown by Figure 1.

The southern hemisphere (SH, 20°–90°S) experiences a more modest increase in aged BC that reaches a maxi-
mum of 0.08 ppb between 30 and 40 km at 60°S (Figure 2b). Fresh BC also can be found in the SH at higher 
altitudes, but at lower concentrations. This is a nearly 100% increase in BC mixing ratio in the SH stratosphere. 
Figure 2 shows that the stratospheric emissions in the NH are transported across all latitudes in the stratosphere, 
though the transport is not efficient.

The more extreme, 30 and 100 Gg/yr emission scenarios produce a spatially similar stratospheric BC distribution 
to the 10 Gg/yr case, except that the stratospheric BC burden is larger. More BC can also be seen making its way 
into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS) below 200 mb in both hemispheres as well (Figures 
S2 and S3 in Supporting Information S1).

3.2. Temperature Response to BC Emissions

Earlier studies have shown that an increase in stratospheric BC concentration will warm the stratosphere (i.e., 
Kravitz et al., 2012; Larson et al., 2017; Mills et al., 2008; Ross et al., 2010; Ross & Vedda, 2018). BC absorp-
tion of incoming shortwave radiation produces a rise in temperature and an increase in longwave emission. The 
amount of warming depends on the relative sizes of the dynamical and radiative timescales that strongly vary 
with altitude and latitude. Figure 3 shows the change in the clear-sky shortwave heating rate due to the 10 Gg/yr 
emission under a fixed SST ocean scenario. All anomalies discussed in the remainder of this manuscript are the 
rocket emission scenario minus the control simulation (i.e., 10 Gg/yr—Control).

The spatial pattern of the annual shortwave heating rate anomaly is proportional to the stratospheric BC concen-
tration; the largest warming is in the NH coincident with the largest increase in BC concentration (Figures 2b 
and Figure 3a). The seasonal response shows that the summertime stratosphere experiences a strong positive 
shortwave heating rate anomaly (Figures 3b and 3c). However, the DJF season still experiences a modest increase 
in shortwave heating in the NH as a result of the significant amount of stratospheric BC absorbing sunlight 
throughout the year, as well as changes in the global circulation, discussed below.

Figure 3 shows a pervasive negative shortwave heating rate anomaly near the surface with a maximum slightly 
south of the BC emission latitude (30 N). This surface anomaly in the fixed SST simulation is in agreement with 
earlier findings from Ross et al.  (2010) who predicted an approximately 0.25 K cooling to occur beneath the 
injection latitude. These results demonstrate the similarity in the atmospheric response among anthropogenic 
perturbations of stratospheric aerosols (e.g., Weisenstein et al., 2015). In more general terms, increased strato-
spheric aerosols cause hemisphere-wide negative shortwave anomalies at the surface.

Figure 3. Clear-sky shortwave heating rate anomaly for the final 20 years of the fixed SST ocean simulations (10 Gg/yr case—default) calculated using the WACCM 
double call option to remove aerosol heating. The annual average is shown in panel (a), while the JJA and DJF seasons are shown in panels (b) and (c), respectively.
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Figure 4 depicts the atmospheric temperature response to a 10 Gg/yr emission in an interactive ocean simula-
tion. The annual zonal average temperature anomaly shows statistically significant (95th percentile, non-hatched 
areas) warming in most of the stratosphere with the amount of warming proportional to the BC concentration 
(Figure 4a). In the tropics, a 0.6 K warming occurs at 20 km (possibly related to ozone changes) increasing to 
1.5 K at the north pole. Furthermore, the vertical extent of the statistically significant heating expands to a range 
of 10–35 km nearer to the north pole (Figure 4a).

Though the annual SH BC burden is smaller than in the NH, statistically significant annual heating still occurs 
in this hemisphere. A 0.3 K warming anomaly occurs equatorward of 60 S and covers nearly the entire vertical 
extent of the SH stratosphere (Figure 4a). A slightly stronger warming of 0.5 K occurs between 30 and 40 km at 
60°S where the greatest increase in SH BC was shown in Figure 2. We note that this annual SH burden, approx-
imately 12 Gg, is on a similar scale as the 2019 Australian bushfire SH BC injection. The 30 and 100 Gg cases 
show similar yet larger stratospheric warming responses (Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting Information S1).

At the Earth's surface and in contrast to Figure 3 and Ross et al. (2010), which suggests a hemisphere-wide cool-
ing associated with absorption and reflection of solar SW by the stratospheric particles, a statistically significant 
annual heating (approximately 0.25 K) occurs in a narrow band between 30° and 50 N (Figure 4a). This warming 
is interesting because it is located directly underneath the maximum in the rocket BC burden. This surface warm-
ing primarily occurs during the DJF season but also has a weak signal in the JJA season (Figures 4b and 4c). 
Though less prominent in the annual average, the DJF season also experiences an equally strong tropospheric 
warming between 30° and 50°S that doesn't reach to the surface like the NH surface warming.

Neither hemisphere experiences a surface warming in our fixed SST simulation (not shown) meaning this feature 
is unique to the interactive ocean simulation. Furthermore, the larger emission scenarios of 30 and 100 Gg/yr do 
not see the same tropospheric warming anomaly. Instead, larger emissions result in a troposphere with pockets 
of statistically significant cooling (Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting Information S1) and a cooling anomaly of 
0.08–0.2 K in the global average surface temperature (Table 1). It is possible that a dynamical shift unique to 
the 10 Gg/yr emission scenario could lead to the tropospheric warming signal in Figure 4, but the dynamical 
response in this region of the atmosphere is too noisy to discern any clear features from Figure 5. More signifi-
cant BC loading below 200 mb in the UT/LS NH beneath the larger emission scenarios could also contribute the 
differences  in the tropospheric temperature response between the 10 Gg/yr simulation and the larger emission 
scenarios (Figures S2 and S3 in Supporting Information S1). Lastly, there is a possibility that so much BC in the 
UT/LS artificially changes properties of other MAM4 aerosols due to MAM4 shortcomings (Visioni et al., 2022), 
resulting in the discrepancy shown here. We cannot clearly define the cause of the tropospheric warming signal 
in Figure 4, but it is unlikely that this signal is robust (Table 1). Further modeling is required to understand this 
unexpected feature of the 10 Gg/yr case.

Figure 4. The annual average zonal temperature anomaly (10 Gg/yr—Control) for the interactive ocean simulation is shown in panel (a), the JJA season average 
anomaly is shown in panel (b), and the DJF season average anomaly is shown in panel (c). Statistically significant anomalies occur in areas where no shading can be 
seen in the panel (95% confidence interval).
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It is evident from Figure  4 that the stratospheric annual warming anomaly is dominated by the JJA season 
(Figure 4b). The NH JJA experiences as much as a 2 K warming poleward of 50 N, four times as strong as the DJF 
anomaly in the same region. Furthermore, the annual 40 km warming at 60°S is clearly seen in the SH JJA winter-
time season. The DJF stratospheric temperature anomaly (Figure 4c) possesses a similar, but weaker warming 
pattern to that of the JJA season in the extra-tropics; however, the DJF season warming signal is stronger and is 
vertically more extensive than the JJA season in the tropics. Both seasonal warming responses compare relatively 
well with the seasonal shortwave heating from Figure 3, but there are differences. These differences are likely 
due to the fact that while increased shortwave heating can cause significant warming, stratospheric temperatures 
are also sensitive to changes in stratospheric dynamics and radiative processes associated with changes in ozone.

In contrast to the hemispherical responses, a year-round warming of 0.8 K occurs at 20 km in the tropics and 
is primarily caused by warming during the DJF season (Figures 4a and 4c). Figure 6b and 6c shows that ozone 
increases by as much as 0.3 DU/km at 20 km in the 0°–30°S latitude band and may be the source of this tropi-
cal warming. A likely cause for this lower altitude ozone layer is that statistically significant ozone loss occurs 
directly above between 30 and 50 km because of the BC caused warming (Figure 6c). With less ozone above and 
where the solar elevation remains high during all seasons, self-healing can occur as more UV light penetrates 
deeper into the stratosphere and invigorate the Chapman Cycle at lower altitudes.

Figure 5. Seasonal wind anomaly residual for the DJF (top row) and JJA seasons (bottom row) for the interactive ocean simulation. Zonal wind is shown in panels 
(a) and (d), 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤

∗ residuals are shown in panels (b) and (e), and meridional wind residuals are shown in panels (c) and (f). Areas where no shading exist are statistically 
significant against annual variability (95% confidence interval). Anomalies can be interpreted for each graph as follows: a positive zonal wind anomaly means stronger 
westerly flow, a positive 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤

∗ anomaly means stronger uplift, and a positive meridional wind anomaly means stronger northward flow.
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Overall, our larger 10 Gg/yr emission scenario experiences a stronger warming response than what was shown 
in Ross et al. (2010). This is consistent with the factor of 20 larger emission rate assumed here. Furthermore, the 
spatial distribution of the temperature anomaly deviates from the DJF zonal temperature profile shown in figure 3 
of Ross et al. (2010). Where they find only pockets of statistically significant warming, we see statistically signif-
icant warming over most of the stratosphere that is twice as strong in some locations like the tropics. Likewise, 
our simulations show NH and SH warming in a midlatitude band where Ross et al. (2010) found a cooling signal. 
The higher fidelity of WACCM6 illustrates how subtle regional changes such as shifts in circulation patterns and 
shortwave heating rate combine to produce a small net global signature at the surface.

3.3. Stratospheric Dynamical Response to BC Emissions

One of the primary responses to the BC induced stratospheric warming is a change in atmospheric dynamics. 
Figure 5 shows the seasonal zonal wind anomaly residuals for the DJF (top row) and JJA (bottom row) seasons in 
the interactive ocean simulation. Near the stratopause, the mid-latitude DJF NH westerlies accelerate by approxi-
mately 3.5 m/s at 60 N, while the tropical easterlies slow down by as much as 5 m/s (Figure 5a). Lower in the NH 
stratosphere, both the NH subtropical and polar jets slow down. In the SH, the summertime upper stratospheric 
easterlies weaken by 2 m/s. Like with the NH, the SH subtropical jet weakens, but at a less significant rate. 
Conversely, the SH polar jet increases. An analysis of simulated streamlines (not shown) revealed that the zonal 
wind anomalies are due to a change in wind speed magnitude instead of a shift in latitude position.

Anomalies in the DJF residual circulation (Figures 5b and 5c) show that a shift in the global overturning circula-
tion occurs. Noise in the model troposphere makes it difficult to discern the exact impact that the 10 Gg/yr emis-
sion has upon the vertical and meridional winds; however, from Figures 5b and 5c it can be seen that the tropical 
ascending and poleward flowing branches of the Hadley cell slow in both hemispheres. At higher altitudes, trop-
ical ascending flow decreases by as much as 0.2 mm/s, and the poleward flowing deep branch of the overturning 
circulation near the stratopause weakens (Figures 5b and 5c). These vertical and meridional wind anomalies fall 
between 10% and 20% of the magnitude of normal wind speeds.

The JJA zonal wind anomaly shows a different response from the DJF season (Figure 5d). In the JJA NH, upper 
stratospheric summertime easterlies strengthen by as much as 5 m/s while the SH upper stratospheric wintertime 
westerlies weaken by more than 5 m/s. In the SH lower stratosphere and troposphere, wintertime zonal winds 
strengthen below the polar jet at 60°S by approximately 1.5 m/s. Elsewhere in the lower stratosphere and tropo-
sphere the zonal wind anomalies signify weaker winds (Figure 5d).

Figure 6. The total column ozone anomaly (DU) is shown in panel (a). Column ozone anomaly has been converted into monthly averages and plot against latitude. 
The annual zonal average ozone anomaly is shown in DU/km in panel (b). Statistically significant ozone anomalies are in areas where with no hatched lines (95% 
confidence interval). Panel (c) shows the vertical profile of the annual ozone anomaly in DU/km from the surface to 50 km between 5° and 30°S. The interactive ocean 
simulation was used to produce this figure.
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The JJA tropospheric vertical and meridional wind response is similar to that for DJF; however, the stratospheric 
response is different (Figures 5e and 5f). The deep branch of the overturning circulation, which is now flowing 
toward the south pole during the JJA season, strengthens. Statistically significant uplift occurs in the stratospheric 
NH tropics while the downwelling polar branch in the SH increases by over 10%. Furthermore, poleward merid-
ional flow in the wintertime hemisphere strengthens by 20%.

When considering the annual and seasonal temperature anomalies shown in Figure 4, the stratospheric dynamical 
responses appear consistent with seasonal variability and the larger thermal anomaly in the NH where the BC 
source is located. The global overturning circulation controls the overall flux of air from the warm tropics to the 
cold poles. During JJA, a large stratospheric warm pool forms in the NH which extends from the lower strato-
sphere tropics to the entire vertical extent of the stratosphere near the pole (Figure 4b). A warmer NH strengthens 
the meridional temperature gradient which in turn strengthens the transport of air to the wintertime south pole.

The DJF stratospheric flow weakens for similar reasons. Both the SH and NH stratosphere experience statistically 
significant warming during DJF (Figure 4c). Because of this, the NH wintertime meridional temperature gradient 
is weaker than the control case, thus the poleward transport of mass weakens.

Both of the larger 30 Gg/yr (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1) and 100 Gg/yr (Figure S7 in Supporting 
Information S1) emission scenarios produce different DJF seasonal wind anomalies compared to the 10 Gg/yr 
case. Like with the 10 Gg/yr case, the NH mid-latitude stratospheric westerlies strengthen in windspeed, but the 
latitude of the positive wind anomaly shifts farther northward as the amount of BC emitted per year increases 
(Figures S6 and S7 in Supporting Information  S1). Eventually, the positive zonal wind anomaly is confined 
poleward of 60 N under the 100 Gg/yr case (Figure S7a in Supporting Information S1). Tropical uplift contin-
ues to weaken further under the larger emission scenarios while an increase in uplift occurs between 30° and 
60 N. As was previously mentioned, under the 10 Gg/yr emission scenario, both upper stratospheric meridional 
transport and descent at the NH pole slow down. Under the larger emission scenarios however, the sign of both 
anomalies becomes positive, indicating faster transport of air north of 60 N. The SH stratosphere winds in the 
DJF season slow in response to the 30 and 100 Gg/yr emissions. The polar jet winds reduce by as much as 2 m/s 
in the 100 Gg/yr case (Figure S7a in Supporting Information S1). Descent at the poles also slows by as much as 
1.5 mm/s. While the DJF winds changed when perturbed with a more significant annual BC emission, the JJA 
response in the 30 and 100 Gg/yr emission scenarios remain relatively similar to the 10 Gg/yr case. Figures S6 
and S7 in Supporting Information S1 show that BC emissions under the larger emissions scenarios would have 
drastic impacts on stratospheric winds and transport.

3.4. Black Carbon and Ozone Loss

Temperature, dynamics, and ozone all strongly influence one another (i.e., WMO, 2018). Therefore, it is unsur-
prising that the 10 Gg/yr emission scenario, which we have shown above to induce significant changes in strat-
ospheric temperatures and winds also cause changes in stratospheric ozone. The following discussion of the 
stratospheric ozone response is based on results produced by the interactive ocean simulation. Statistically signif-
icant ozone depletion occurs poleward of 30 N in nearly all months of the year (Figure 6a). Within this latitude 
band the most significant ozone destruction (approximately 16 DU or about 4%) occurs in June at the north pole. 
All other locations north of 30 N experience at least a 4 DU ozone loss throughout the year. Most of the NH 
ozone is lost between 10 and 20 km where a greater than 0.5 DU/km ozone anomaly can be seen poleward of 
30 N (Figure 6b). Additional statistically significant ozone loss exceeding 0.1 DU/km occurs at most altitudes in 
the NH. The spatial pattern of the negative NH ozone anomaly directly coincides with the zonal BC distribution 
and positive warming anomaly shown previously.

The SH ozone response remains within annual model variability except during the DJF season where a −8 DU 
anomaly occurs at the south pole. A statistically significant ozone reduction of 6 DU also occurs at the south 
pole during the month of October, which is of particular interest as the Antarctic ozone hole forms at this time. 
Therefore, Figure 6 suggests that the Antarctic ozone hole may become more severe as a result of stratospheric 
rocket emissions. Also of note is a statistically significant increase in ozone (2 DU) during the month of May 
(Figure 6a).
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The 30 and 100 Gg/yr emission scenarios produce a similar, but more extreme ozone response than seen in the 
10 Gg/yr case. In both scenarios, the ozone response is statistically significant at almost all latitudes and altitudes 
(Figures S8 and S9 in Supporting Information S1).

Next, we investigate the mechanism of the ozone loss shown in Figure 6. At first glance, the NH high latitude 
pattern in Figures 6a and 6b looks consistent with the stratospheric ozone response to large volcanic eruptions 
which inject significant amounts of sulfate aerosol into the stratosphere. Sulfate aerosol emitted from large erup-
tions have been shown to invigorate ozone destroying heterogeneous chemistry due to an increase in surface area 
for reactions to occur on (i.e., Hofmann & Solomon, 1989; McCormick et al., 1995; Tie et al., 1994, Tie and 
Brasseur, 1995). Rocket emissions in our simulations are somewhat analogous to a large volcanic eruption  as the 
emitted sulfate coated BC increases the sulfate surface area density (SulfSAD). Figure S10 in Supporting Infor-
mation S1, which depicts the change in SulfSAD between the 10 Gg/yr case and the control simulation shows 
that there is an increase in SulfSAD with the introduction of BC emitted by rocket launches. However, the first 
panel in Figure S10 in Supporting Information S1, which shows the background stratospheric SulfSAD concen-
tration in the control simulation, reveals that this increase in SulfSAD is still an order of magnitude less than the 
background concentration.

Furthermore, a simple test can be undertaken to see if the ozone response is indeed SulfSAD driven. An addi-
tional 10 Gg/yr emission simulation using an interactive ocean was performed that isolated the ozone response to 
temperature stimuli only. In this simulation, the BC surface area density (BCSAD) emitted into the stratosphere 
from rockets was removed so that the stratospheric SulfSAD became nearly equal to the control case SulfSAD. 
The ozone anomaly produced from the 10 Gg/yr minus BCSAD simulation can be seen in Figure 7. The tempo-
ral and spatial ozone anomaly in Figure 7 is quite similar to the ozone anomaly shown in Figure 6. The NH in 
Figure 7 experiences statistically significant ozone loss poleward of 30 N with an average magnitude and spatial 
pattern comparable to that of the normal 10 Gg/yr case. In this purely temperature driven simulation, more ozone 
loss occurs at the north pole in the fall and wintertime months. The ozone anomaly in the SH is statistically signif-
icant over most of the year poleward of 60°S with the greatest ozone loss occurring in the SH spring and summer 
(Figure 7a). The vertical extent of the ozone anomaly is nearly identical to the normal 10 Gg/yr emission  scenario 
though more statistically significant ozone changes again occur poleward of 60°S (Figures 7b and 7c).

Changes in odd oxygen rates from key ozone destroying species are shown in Figure S11 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1. Ozone can be chemically destroyed via various pathways with reactive nitrogen (NOx), chlorine (ClOx), 
bromine (BrOx), and hydrogen radicals (HOx) in the mid-to-lower stratosphere (<30 km). While Figure S11 
in Supporting Information S1, shows that the fractional contribution to total odd oxygen loss for each reactant 

Figure 7. Similar to Figure 6 but instead the simulations compared are the 10 Gg/yr emission scenario with black carbon surface area density (BCSAD) removed from 
the overall sulfate surface area density (SulfSAD) and the control simulation (10 Gg/yr BCSAD—control case). The total column ozone anomaly (DU) is shown in 
panel (a). Column ozone anomaly has been converted into monthly averages and plotted against latitude. The annual zonal average ozone anomaly is shown in DU/km 
in panel (b). Statistically significant ozone anomalies are in areas where with no hatched lines (95% confidence interval). Panel (c) shows the annual average vertical 
profile of the ozone anomaly in DU/km from the surface to 50 km between 5° and 30°S.
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experience changes, these anomalies are small in scale. Furthermore, offsetting anomalies are prevalent in Figure 
S11 in Supporting Information S1. For example, the increase in odd oxygen loss due to HOx chemistry between 
10 and 30 km in the NH hemisphere is offset by a near equal negative anomaly in NOx chemistry.

Taking Figures S10 and S11 in Supporting Information S1, and Figure 7 into consideration we find that the NH 
ozone response to rocket BC emissions shown in Figure 6 is primarily driven by warming the stratosphere and 
shifts in dynamics. The weaker NH overturning circulation exhibited in Figure 5 means that less ozone is trans-
ported from the tropics to high latitudes to replenish NH polar ozone concentrations (Figure 5).

3.5. Climate Response Scaling With Increased Emissions

Finally, we investigated two more extreme emission scenarios of 30 and 100 Gg/yr. Figure 8 shows how the 
climate response scales with increasing stratospheric BC emissions while Table 1 lists the global annual average 
values corresponding with the triangles in Figure 8. Surface temperature results shown here use the interactive 
ocean simulation while stratospheric temperature, ozone, and radiative forcing panels use the fixed SST simula-
tion. The larger emission scenarios resulted in an annual average stratospheric burden of approximately 100 and 

Figure 8. Annual stratospheric average temperature (panel a), ozone (panel b), 200 mb clear-sky net SWF (panel c), 200 mb clear-sky net LWF (panel d), the TOA 
clear-sky net flux (panel e), the 200 mb all-sky net SWF (panel f), the 200 mb all-sky net LWF (panel g), and the TOA all-sky net flux (panel g) trends due to increasing 
annual BC emissions (x-axis). The triangles represent the global annual average value. This value is also listed in Table 1 for each emission scenario. The shaded 
envelope shows the data 95% confidence interval. Results were produced by the interactive ocean simulation. The slope each respective line representing the change per 
gigagram of BC is listed at the bottom of each panel.
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approximately 340 Gg for the 30 and 100 Gg/yr cases respectively (blue and green lines in Figure S1 in Support-
ing Information S1 and Table 1). We see from Figure 8 that the simulated climate response scales nearly linearly 
to increasing the annual stratospheric BC burden. For example, the global average stratospheric temperature 
anomaly shown in Figure 8b for the 10 Gg/yr case increases in a near linear fashion from approximately 0.15 
to 0.5 K and 1.5 K for the 30 and 100 Gg/yr cases, respectively. The annual global average surface temperature 
anomaly also becomes larger with increasing emissions (Table 1). Both the 30 and 100 Gg simulations experience 
a statistically significant surface cooling of approximately −0.08 K and −0.2 K, respectively. For a frame of refer-
ence, the 2019 Australian wildfire event, which injected approximately 20 Gg of BC into the lower stratosphere 
produced a 0.06 K global cooling signal that lasted only a few months (Fasullo et al., 2021).

Next, ozone loss increases with increasing annual emissions (Figure  8a). The average annual global column 
ozone loss in the 10 Gg/yr case is approximately 3.4 DU and increases to over 20 DU in the 100 Gg/yr simulation 
(Table 1). Interestingly, the scaling between the 10 and 30 Gg/yr emission scenarios are more nonlinear than the 
scaling between the 30 and 100 Gg/yr emission scenarios. This result suggests that some threshold exists between 
the 10 and 30 Gg/yr BC burdens in which the climate response begins to scale more linearly. More research is 
required to ascertain whether this is a physical response or model bias. Though not shown here, it is important to 
note that in the 100 Gg/yr emission case, the simulated climate begins to resemble the climate shown in previous 
studies like Kravitz et al. (2012) which investigated a 1 Tg stratospheric BC injection.

Figure 8c shows the global annual average 200 mb clear-sky net shortwave flux change (SWF) at the tropo-
pause level. Downwelling shortwave radiation for the 10 Gg case is reduced by approximately 0.21 W/m 2 due to 
stratospheric BC. This black carbon “umbrella” reduces downwelling shortwave radiation more strongly in the 
NH where more BC exists (Figure 3). Ross et al. (2010) estimated rocket BC would intercept about 0.3 W/m 2 
per 10 Gg emission, similar to the model value calculated here. As with the other panels shown in Figure 8, the 
extreme emission scenarios result in a larger SWF response. Under 30 Gg/yr conditions, 0.56 W/m 2 is inter-
cepted and as much as 1.7 W/m 2 is removed from the overall global 200 mb clear-sky SWF in the 100 Gg case. 
In comparison, the 2019 Australian Wildfire event induced a larger SWF of approximately −0.95 W/m 2, about 
five times larger than the SWF anomaly caused by the 10 Gg/yr emission scenario. However, the Australian fire 
event's SWF climate response lasted for a couple months before tapering off (Fasullo et al., 2021).

The 200 mb clear-sky net longwave flux change (LWF) in Figure 8d shows an inverse response to that of the 
SWF forcing. Downwelling LWF increases by approximately 0.18 W/m 2 in the 10 Gg case and is further strength-
ened by approximately 0.43 and 1.45 W/m 2 in the 30 and 100 Gg emission scenarios respectively. Comparing 
Figures 8c and 8d explains why such a strong reduction in downwelling SWF from rocket BC results in a rela-
tively small TOA net flux (Figure 8e). When the stratosphere experiences a shortwave radiative forcing, such as 
warming caused by short wave absorbing BC aerosols, an adjustment will occur which results in a nearly equal 
opposing long wave forcing (Ban-Weiss et al., 2012). In the case exhibited here, the 200 mb SWF and LWF anom-
alies nearly cancel each other out and results in a small change in the TOA net flux in each emission scenario. 
Note that while we show the SWF and LWF changes at the tropopause a similar compensation occurs at the TOA.

Interestingly, the 10 Gg/yr case has a slightly positive TOA net flux of 0.002 W/m 2, while the 30 and 100 Gg/
yr have negative TOA net fluxes of approximately −0.05 W/m 2 and approximately −0.127 W/m 2 respectively. 
However, both the 10 and 30 Gg/yr TOA net flux anomalies are smaller than annual variability within the default 
case (0.07 W/m 2, Table 1) and thus are not statistically significant.

Figures 8f, 8g, and 8h show the same radiative responses for the 200 mb SWF, 200 mb LWF, and TOA net flux 
but for all-sky. Both the SWF (Figure 8f) and LWF (Figure 8g) all-sky responses are relatively similar to the 
clear-sky. The most notable difference between the clear-sky and all-sky response in Figure 8 is that the TOA net 
flux (Figure 8h) reverses sign and experiences a statistically significant increase for the 30 and 100 Gg/yr emis-
sion scenarios (Table 1). The 10 Gg/yr simulation all-sky TOA net flux is quite small, but the 30 and 100 Gg/yr 
cases produce a significant climate response of 0.15 and 0.47 W/m 2, respectively. The radiation code in CESM 
directly calculates the all-sky and then diagnoses the clear-sky fluxes based upon the cloud fraction produced by 
the model. Therefore, it is possible that UT/LS ice clouds in the larger emission scenarios are being impacted by 
the portion of BC emissions which sediment out of the stratosphere (Figure 2, Figures S2 and S3 in Supporting 
Information S1), influencing the TOA radiation fluxes. An extensive investigation of the intricate cloud response 
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to these stratospheric BC emissions is beyond the scope of this study; however, future work to investigate the 
cloud response to rocket BC emissions is planned.

The results presented here compare well with the Kravitz et  al.  (2012) study which simulated a hypothetical 
geoengineering action plan of injecting 1 Tg/yr of BC into the stratosphere. The TOA net flux from their 1 Tg/yr 
injection ranged between −8.24 to −0.09 W/m 2 depending on the emission altitude and aerosol size distribution 
(Kravitz et al., 2012).

The results produced here are not dependent on the exact rocket source for BC. Figure 8 applies to rocket BC 
emissions in general and can be used to scale ozone loss for exhaust from different rocket propellant types. 
Figures 6 and 8 show global ozone loss of approximately 2.0% for a 10 Gg BC emission, corresponding to a 
liquid propellant (kerosene fuel) consumption of about 500 Gg. Similarly, chlorine gas emissions from solid 
rocket motor (SRM) exhaust have been shown to cause global ozone loss in a linearly scalable way (Jackman 
et al., 1998; Voigt et al., 2013) with about 0.02% global ozone loss for 7 Gg of solid propellant combustion into 
the stratosphere. Liquid and solid propellants therefore cause ozone loss of about 4% per Tg and 3% per Tg of 
propellant burned in the stratosphere, respectively. Thus, purely liquid propellant rockets, through BC emissions, 
cause about the same global ozone loss as purely solid propellant rockets. This work makes it clear that the aero-
sol emissions are important for estimating ozone loss from rockets and that chlorinated SRM rockets are not the 
only propellant type that should be include in assessments (WMO, 2018).

4. Conclusions
We performed a series of simulations using CESM2/WACCM6 to investigate how a projected increase in future 
spaceflight launches could impact Earth's atmosphere. This study is a continuation of earlier work performed 
by Ross et al. (2010) which focused on BC emissions from rockets. Here, we used an improved version of the 
state-of-the-art climate model with realistic background states and investigate larger annual emission scenarios. A 
range of emission scenarios were performed: 10, 30, and 100 Gg/yr. This study focused primarily on the 10 Gg/
yr emission scenario which could occur within two decades if recent trends in launch rates continue and rockets 
continue to use engines with relatively large EI(BC).

We found that under a 10 Gg/yr emission scenario (with a launch site at 30 N) a BC “umbrella” accumulation 
forms which covers most of the stratosphere in both hemispheres with the largest concentrations of BC occur-
ring within 20 degrees of the injection latitude in the NH. The stratospheric BC burden more than doubles. The 
stratospheric BC accumulation from simulated rocket launches has multiple effects across the stratosphere and 
troposphere including:

1.  The increase in stratospheric BC leads to warming throughout the stratosphere by as much as 1.5 K in the 
annual mean. The strongest response occurs poleward of 30 N and is dominated by changes in JJA.

2.  The interaction between seasonal solar heating and the asymmetrical BC distribution leads to an overall 
slowing of the Hadley cell and the global overturning circulation during DJF. Conversely, the overturning 
circulation becomes stronger during JJA due to a larger meridional temperature gradient.

3.  Stratospheric ozone concentration decreases throughout the year at high latitudes in the NH. The greatest 
NH ozone column loss of approximately −16 DU occurs at the pole during boreal springtime. NH ozone is 
primarily driven by temperature increases altering stratospheric transport. The SH experiences fewer instances 
of statistically significant ozone loss, though the −6 DU anomaly at the south pole during the SH springtime 
suggests that a more severe Antarctic ozone hole may form in response to rocket BC emissions. SH ozone is 
driven by the combination of shifts in dynamics and odd oxygen destroying reaction rates.

4.  The BC clear-sky TOA net flux for the 10 Gg/yr case is small relative to annual variability, but the 200 hPa 
SWF forcing is approximately 0.21 W/m 2, comparable to similar work produced by Ross et al. (2010). The 
small clear-sky TOA net flux is due to a large LWF forcing that counteracts much of the SWF forcing. 
However, the response in the all-sky TOA net flux suggests that UT/LS clouds may be impacted by the rocket 
emissions simulated here. While we note this important climate response, a detailed investigation of the cloud 
response is beyond the scope of the broad focus of this paper.

5.  Over the range of BC emissions simulated, there is a near-linear relationship between the thermal, radiative, 
and ozone response and the amount of BC emitted into the stratosphere. Of these effects, the ozone and TOA 
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net flux responses show the largest degree of non-linearity which may be indicative of interacting processes 
at relatively small BC aerosol injection rates.

We conclude that if rocket engine technology remains unchanged and orbital launches become more frequent by 
a factor of 10, a significant stratospheric climate and ozone response is expected. Rocket BC emissions of this 
magnitude do not produce a simple stratospheric “umbrella” that cools the surface. Rather, complex radiative and 
dynamical changes produce patterns of warming and cooling. Previous models have examined the chemical role 
that space industry aerosols emissions play on stratospheric ozone. This work presents a first look at the radiative 
role spaceflight absorbing aerosols have on ozone. All spaceflight produced aerosols, including launch BC and 
alumina will need to be evaluated to produce a complete assessment of space industry emissions. Furthermore, 
submicron aerosol generated during re-entry “burn up” of defunct satellites will enter the stratosphere from the 
mesosphere and this source could increase substantially in the coming decade, possibly approaching the back-
ground meteoritic flux (Boley & Byers, 2021). This work provides directions for future research simulating the 
coupled climate and ozone response to these aerosols. This study gives an estimate on the impacts due to the  dirt-
iest rocket types, but the stratospheric particulate population will be increasingly affected by human activities 
and all sources of these particles need to be better understood. To fully assess the space flight impact on climate, 
comprehensive inventories and scenarios of spaceflight emissions are needed.

Data Availability Statement
The model output from our CESM2/WACCM6 simulations used in the analysis of this study is open to the public. 
The data can be found at NOAA's Chemistry and Climate Processes Supporting Data webpage (https://csl.noaa.
gov/groups/csl8/modeldata/data/Maloney_etal_2021/ [Maloney et al., 2022]).
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